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Five search words from random word generator, words are known to me from start of session. 

Jacket Shoulders Track Suit Buckles Ostrich

I feel really cold here, snowy, cold wind, mountain region. Pointy alps of gray stone color with snow 
covered tops and part of sides, the ground is covered by snow. There is a golden glimmer on the 
back of the element that is on the snow. The element is shaped like a U but square, the golden 
glimmer is between these two arms or prongs. The prong arms are pointing awkwardly upward. 

8:22 PM Secondary stage. 

The "snow" feels wet to touch. We have to go to the top of the peak. A small pebble at the top of 
the peak falls down from there, but it stays hovering between the peak and the ground. The peak 
top is also pointing toward something. The ground on the hill feels wet. There is the golden item 
that glimmers or shines or reflects light from it. The golden goes into someone's nose or at 
someone's nostril and someone sniffed it in to the nose a bit but not all the way in. 

It feels very cold here like snow. I probe the ends of the prongs and it feels as if they eject 
something out of the end like from a cannon. The nose again at the red prongs element. A cold wind 
brushes across me and continues from left to right over the prongs element and further down the 
hill on the right. 

I choose not to probe further, in order to keep the probing about the same throughout all these 
sessions. 

8:33 PM End RV. 

Maybe the colors and shapes of the target image looked like something that reminded me of snowy 
mountains, and from somewhere the strange prongs element with the shimmering gold and the 
small item that fell down from the mountain top, but there is no snow and no cold and the 
correlation is not acceptable. The main color scheme is somewhat good, but overall counting in the 
incorrect descriptions and impressions I give this session an F. 

Image source https://poshmark.com/listing/Textured-Pearl-White-Black-Faux-Ostrich-Blazer-
M-5ad928949cc7ef8a5ad423ec
Image link 



https://di2ponv0v5otw.cloudfront.net/posts/2018/04/19/5ad928949cc7ef8a5ad423ec/m_
5ad928a7a4c485e908c20ec5.jpg

Jacket, Shoulders, Track-Suit, Buckles, Ostrich

8:38 PM End session. 


